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Heritage, thrills and the inspiring chapters of the last decade of our century are
also depicted in the novel. Veyi Padagalu is the first literature to explore the

impact of foreign policies in changing the course of destiny. It also deals with the
issues of employment and unemployment. It depicts the role of humanity in

tackling the challenges that we pose on ourselves. Veyi Padagalu is a timeless
piece of literature. It takes us into the world of the past when the memories of the

British razed the limited free space that was left, and destroyed the cultural
civilisation of the city of Madras and the region of Southern India. Vishwaprasad is

likened to the goddess Durga. At the time of war, she stores the weapons and
shelters the soldiers. Viswanatha created a panchakalpa of 5 parts viz. Iduvela,

Kesi, Sumi, Dayama and Kavyamukha. She is a chiranjeevi (doctor), a professional
cook, an oil painter, a short story writer and a teacher. On Dussehra day she came

to the house of Keshav Rao and invited Viswanatha and his family to have
a'sethali' (salt ladle) filled with hot and spicy food. She told Viswanatha about her

profession with words that 'khattam poraa sami'. Viswanatha had a younger
brother named Narayana Rao and a younger brother's wife named Vennamma.

Viswanatha always wanted a sister, but parents could not afford a sister.
Vishalandhra was the father and Sivam was mother of Vishwanatha. Apart from

Viswanatha, the novel also features many other characters including Shanthamma,
Patna, Revathi, Pratapam, and Gollapas... Satyanarayana's works are bold,

captivating, culturally rich, and embody the spirit of the Telugu language. Even
though he is criticised by some people, it remains true that no other contemporary

in Telugu literature could match his depth of subject as Satyanarayana so
effortlessly portrayed in his literature.
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the message of baddanna senani is simple: ‘the government
changes its shape, but not its nature.’ this message has been

central to any political economy since the mid-sixteenth
century, but its full force has only now begun to become

palpable. the possibility of doing things differently, of doing
politics differently, of doing economics differently has in

recent years come to seem less and less probable, leaving us
up against a distinct possibility of doing nothing differently at

all. baddanna senani is an important book for its central
message. but it is also a book that deserves to be read

because of its presentation, the way it is written, its pace and
its perspective. so here is what baddanna senani is about. it is

a story that helps us understand the historical reasons why
india was colonised and gained independence in the first

place, and how india again became colonised in the later half
of the twentieth century. it is about how an individual

confronts the systemic pressures that the imagination and
institutions of a society put upon people like him. it is about
how the characters of the novel are constructed against an

increasingly rich backdrop of history, and the challenges they
must face. and finally it is about the way the novel speaks to

us directly: “arise, o imagination! don’t be a little child or
husband, or a subordinate of any master, and you shall be a

giant even in the face of all societies. “ the novel explores the
conflicts between the emerging modernity and traditionalism
in his own family. in fact, the title of the novel was inspired by
the poem “viswanatha veyi padagalu”. this tells us about the
struggles of the young woman who wants to transform herself
through the modern education. though this novel remains the

best written novel of viswanatha satyanarayana, there is
nothing much left to be said about this novel. 5ec8ef588b
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